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EDITOR:
WE ENJOYED READING THE STUDY IN WHICH SCOTT AND associates performed retinal imaging in 2 patients with Shaken Baby syndrome (SBS) using a hand-held spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) device. They presented a full-thickness macular hole (MH) with full-thickness retinal scarring and epiretinal membrane (ERM) formation as the sequelae of SBS.

The purpose of this letter is not to criticize this excellent study, but to discuss related aspects and to provide additional findings. The underlying pathophysiology of MH formation in infants seems to be multifactorial and complex. Mechanical forces resulting from the shaking itself lead to a structurally weakened retina. Other factors such as necrosis and mechanical pressure are related to retinal hemorrhages and may contribute to the cause.

However, vitreoretinal traction may play a key role in the pathologic features of SBS-related retinal findings such as perimacular folds, traumatic retinoschisis, ERM, and MH formation. As shown by the authors, partial posterior hyaloid separation was associated with a lamellar MH in 1 eye. Vitreomacular traction resulting from incomplete posterior vitreous detachment has been attributed to cause MHS. Furthermore, OCT demonstrated extensive vitreoretinal traction in 3 patients with SBS that was partially not seen in ophthalmoscopy. Recently, our group performed a 2-year follow-up examination of a child with SBS. OCT revealed ERM formation in the macular area. However, in this case the fovea was not directly affected.

In the study of Scott and associates, the other child sustained a double-layered ERM. As the authors pointed out, the persisting second reflective preretinal layer can be explained as a partially detached internal limiting membrane (ILM). Because of the strong adherence of the vitreous body to the ILM in children, the shaking may induce a severe vitreoretinal traction force leading to separation of the ILM from the neurosensory retina. In the study of Scott and associates, severe foveal deformation was seen at the site of persisting vitreous attachment. Interestingly, in this patient only mild retinal hemorrhages were present. This may support the hypothesis that vitreoretinal traction in fact may be more important for MH formation in SBS compared with other factors such as necrosis and mechanical pressure that are related to retinal hemorrhages.

In addition, the authors noted the potential diagnostic meaning of perimacular folds and traumatic retinoschisis, but were unable to show according OCT images. Such findings previously were demonstrated with time-domain OCT. However, in our patient group, no MHS were observed.

In conclusion, OCT can identify additional retinal findings which easily can be missed by biomicroscopy alone. Morphologic features seen by OCT may elucidate further the pathophysiologic features of SBS. OCT seems to be a suitable tool in diagnosis and follow-up of children with suspected SBS.
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REPLY

WE APPRECIATE THE INSIGHTFUL ARTICLE BY STURM AND associates regarding their application of optical coherence tomography (OCT) and discussion of vitreomacular traction in Shaken Baby syndrome (SBS). They document a sharp white-fold on color photograph of their first patient, and on time-domain OCT show deformation of the retina at a site of vitreous attachment to an epiretinal membrane (ERM) with small, round hyporeflective sites in the inner retina. We agree that vitreoretinal traction may play a key role in the pathologic characteristics of SBS; however, as